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Corrigendum

This corrigendum contains delegation and Secretariat corrections to the English text of the verbatim records of the meetings held by the Disarmament Commission from 10 December 1981 to 3 June 1983 (A/CN.10/PV.55-70).

With the issuance of this corrigendum, the records of the above-mentioned meetings may be considered final.

67th meeting

Page 43, line 4

After Disarmament insert which

Page 101, fourth paragraph, line 5

For reading it out in English read reading the English version

Page 102, line 1

For A third point I should like to make read A third question
Third paragraph

The first sentence should read:

"Some 10 to 13 years ago, when what is called 'détente' came into existence, there was an approximate strategic equilibrium in the world (although the West had yielded to the USSR and its allies in the field of conventional weapons).

Fifth paragraph

Line 3:  after West and their insert ...

Line 5: after fact insert ...

Line 8 should read has led into a dead end, a brutal war ...

Last line: after non-existent insert ...
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